In the present contribution, I report on certain non-linear and non-local extensions of the conformal (Virasoro) algebra. These so-called V -algebras are matrix generalizations of W -algebras. First, in the context of two-dimensional field theory, I discuss the non-abelian Toda model which possesses three conserved (chiral) "currents". The Poisson brackets of these "currents" give the simplest example of a V -algebra. The classical solutions of this model provide a free-field realization of the V -algebra. Then I show that this V -algebra is identical to the second Gelfand-Dikii symplectic structure on the manifold of 2 × 2-matrix Schrödinger operators L = −∂ 2 + U (with tr σ 3 U = 0). This provides a relation with matrix KdV-hierarchies and allows me to obtain an infinite family of conserved charges (Hamiltonians in involution). Finally, I work out the general V n,m -algebras as symplectic structures based on n × n-matrix m th -order differential operators
Introduction
In this contribution I will report on certain non-linear and non-local extensions of the conformal or Virasoro algebra (with central extension). These algebras will be called Valgebras.
The procedure will be to go from physics to mathematics. In particular, I will start with a certain 1 + 1 dimensional field theory (non-abelian Toda field theory) defined by its action functional. The corresponding equations of motion admit three conserved "left-moving" and three conserved "right-moving" quantities (spin-two currents), expressed in terms of the interacting fields. I will define canonical Poisson brackets from the action functional, which provide the phase space with the canonical symplectic structure. Then I compute the Poisson brackets of the conserved quantities. This algebra closes in a non-linear and non-local way, reminiscent of W -algebras (which are however local), so it seemed appropriate to call this algebra a V -algebra. The explicit classical solutions of the equations of motion induce a "chiral" realization of the conserved quantities (i.e. of the generators of the V -algebra) in terms of free fields. This will be the contents of section 2.
Then, in the third section, I relate the previously found results to standard mathematical structures. I show that exactly the same algebra is obtained as the second Gelfand-Dikii symplectic structure based on a second-order differential operator, that is a 2 × 2-matrix Schrödinger operator L = −∂ 2 + U. Applying a straightforward matrix generalization of the classical work on the resolvent by Gelfand and Dikii, this provides us with an infinity of Hamiltonians in involution, hence an infinity of conserved charges for the non-abelian Toda field theory I started with. It also immediately implies the connection with matrix KdV-hierarchies.
In the fourth section, I generalize all these developments to n × n-matrix m th -order differential operators L = −∂ m + U 2 ∂ m−2 + U 3 ∂ m−3 + . . . + U m and so-called V n,m -algebras. The latter are n × n-matrix generalizations of the W m -algebras. They are non-local due to the reduction to U 1 = 0 and the non-commutativity of matrices. This fourth section is mathematically self-contained, (except that the reader is referred to my original paper for the proofs).
Of course, taking this section just by itself, misses the whole point of the present contribution (at least in my physicist's point of view), which is to relate abstract mathematical structures to certain physical theories. 1 
The non-abelian Toda field theory

The action and equations of motion
The one plus one dimensional field theory I will consider is defined by its action functional S ≡ S[r, t, φ] = 2 γ 2 dσdτ ∂ u r∂ v r + th 2 r ∂ u t∂ v t + ∂ u φ∂ v φ + ch2r e 2φ ,
where τ is the time and σ the space-coordinate and u = τ + σ and v = τ − σ. The three fields are r(τ, σ), t(τ, σ) and φ(τ, σ). This action has the following physical interpretation. The first two, φ-independent terms, constitute a sigma-model describing a string on a two-dimensional black hole background, while the last two, φ-dependent terms correspond to an "internal" field φ (or a flat third dimension) and a tachyon potential ch2r e 2φ . However, this interpretation need not concern us here. The constant γ 2 plays the role of the Planck constant and will be seen later to control the central charge of the conformal algebra. As discussed below, this model is obtained by gauging a nilpotent subalgebra of the Lie algebra B 2 . The theory defined by the above action is known as the non-abelian Toda theory [1] associated with the Lie algebra ∂ u ∂ v φ = ch2r e 2φ .
(2.2)
Using these equations of motion it is completely straightforward to show that the following three quantities are conserved [2] :
i.e.
Here ν is defined by
where the integrability condition is fulfilled due to the equations of motion (2.2).
The symplectic structure and the constraint algebra
Now I will define the symplectic structure using canonical Poisson brackets. Recall that
The action (2.1) can then equivalently be written as (as usual, a dot denotes ∂ τ while a prime denotes ∂ σ )
The constant γ 2 can be viewed as the Planck constant 2πh, already included ino the classical action, or merely as a coupling constant. The canonical momenta then are
and the canonical (equal τ ) Poisson brackets are
It follows that the only non-zero equal τ Poisson brackets are 9) and those derived from them by applying ∂ n σ ∂ m σ ′ .
Before one can compute the Poisson bracket algebra of the T, V ± one has to rewrite them in terms of the fields and their momenta. This means in particular that second (and higher)
τ -derivatives have to be eliminated first, using the equations of motion. One might object that one is not allowed to use the equations of motion in a canonical formulation. However, the conserved quantities given above are only defined up to terms that vanish on solutions of the equations of motion. So the correct starting point for a canonical formulation are the expression where all higher τ -derivatives are eliminated, while the expressions given in eq.
(2.3) are merely derived from the canonical ones by use of the equations of motion. One has, for example, using the φ-equation of motion (2.2)
where in the canonical formalism
The canonical expressions for the ++ components of the constraints are
where the substitutions (2.11) are understood. For the Poisson bracket of T with itself one then obtains
T satisfies the same algebra (with σ → −σ, σ ′ → −σ ′ ) while {T (σ) ,T (σ ′ )} = 0. These are just two copies of the conformal algebra. If σ takes values on the unit circle one can define the modes
and similarly forL n . Then the bracket (2.13) becomes a Virasoro algebra
Here c is the central charge given by
The occurrence of a central charge already at the classical, Poisson bracket level is due to the is indeed the Poisson bracket version of the (commutator) Virasoro algebra.
In order to compute Poisson brackets involving V ± one needs the Poisson brackets involving the field ν. Now, ν is only defined through its partial derivatives, and thus only up to a constant. This constant, however, may have a non-trivial Poisson bracket with certain modes of ν and/or of the other fields. From (2.5) one has using (2.7)
whereas one does not needν explicitly. Equation (2.17) implies 
There is only one parameter α left, related to the zero-mode of ν.
Before doing the actual calculation it is helpful to show how the result is constrained by dimensional and symmetry considerations. First consider
a factor e iν . The Poisson bracket of e iν(σ) with e iν(σ ′ ) leads to a term
All other terms are local, i.e. involve δ(σ − σ ′ ) or derivatives of δ(σ − σ ′ ). On dimensional grounds ⋆ δ(σ − σ ′ ) must be multiplied by a dimension 3 object (3 derivatives) and
by a dimension 2 object. Furthermore, these objects must contain an overall factor e 2iν . If the T, V + and V − form a closed algebra, there are no such objects. The same reasoning applies
It is a bit tedious, but otherwise straightforward to verify that this is indeed correct. Note that it is enough to do the computation for V + since V − is the complex conjugate of V + (treating the fields r, t, φ and ν and their derivatives as real):
What can one say about {V + (σ) , V − (σ ′ )}? Using (2.21) one sees that
This fact, together with the same type of arguments as used above, implies Finally the Poisson bracket of T with V ± simply shows that V ± are conformally primary fields of weight (conformal dimension) 2. The complete algebra thus is
The algebra of the −− componentsT ,V ± looks exactly the same except for the replacements
The algebra (2.23) is the correct algebra for σ ∈ R. If σ ∈ S 1 , one must replace
But since the right hand sides of (2.23) can be written using only
is relevant. One then defines the modes
and similarly forV ± n . The mode algebra is
This is a non-linear algebra, reminiscent of the W -algebras. What is new here are the non-local terms involving ǫ(σ − σ ′ ), or the 1 k in the mode algebra.
⋆ As a further consistency check one can verify that the Jacobi identities are satisfied.
The classical solutions of the equations of motion
The essential point for solving the equations of motion (2.2) is to realize the underlying Lie algebraic structure. Following Gervais and Saveliev [2] , one first introduces fields a 1 , a 2 , a + and a − subject to the following equations of motion
It is then straightforward, although a bit lengthy, to show that we can identify
i.e. with these definitions the equations (2.26) and (2.2) are equivalent. The integrability condition for solving for t is given by the equations (2.26).
The advantage of equations (2.26) over equations (2.2) is that they follow from a Lie algebraic formulation. The relevant algebra is B 2 with generators h 1 , h 2 (Cartan subalgebra) and E e1 , E e2 , E e1−e2 , E e1+e2 and their conjugates
H induces a gradation on B 2 . The gradation 0 part G 0 is spanned by h 1 , h 2 , E e2 and E −e2 = E + e2 . The corresponding group elements g 0 ∈ G 0 can be parametrized as
One can then show that equations (2.26) are equivalent to
If one now defines g + and g − as solutions of the ordinary differential equations
and g = g − g 0 g + then one can show [2, 3] that eq. (2.29) is in turn equivalent to
The general solution to these equations is well-known:
On the other hand we also have the decomposition g = g − g 0 g + where g + and g − must obey the differential equations (2.30). The latter translate into
The strategy then is
2. Compute the solutions g L+ (u) and g R− (v) from the first order ordinary differential equations (2.32).
Let
and choose a basis |λ α of states annihilated by G + (i.e. by E e1 , E e1−e2 and E e1+e2 . Then using the different decompositions of g we have
This yields all matrix elements of g 0 , solution of equation (2.29), which in turn, as shown above, yields the solution for the a 1 , a 2 , a + and a − , parametrized in terms of the arbitrary g L0 (u) and g R0 (v).
I will now display the resulting solutions. For details of the derivation, see ref. 3 . One introduces three arbitrary ("left-moving") functions f 1 (u), f + (u) and f − (u) of one variable (parametrizing g L0 (u)), and three arbitrary ("right-moving") functions g 1 (v), g + (v) and g − (v) of one variable (parametrizing g R0 (v)). To write the results in a more compact way, introduce the functions of one variable
as well as
and similarly for G 1 (v) etc, with f i (u) → g i (v). Then one introduces the quantities X, Y, Z and V, W that depend on both variables u and v:
They are sums of products of left-moving times right-moving quantities. The complete solution then is
while the fifth equation is the relation XY −Z = V W . From equations (2.27) one immediately
which is the general solution of the equations of motion .
Using the equations of motion for φ, r and t it was shown above that the quantities T ≡ T ++ and V ± ≡ V ± ++ are conserved, i.e. can only depend on u. This means that they must be expressible entirely in terms of the f i (u)'s. Given the complexity of the solutions (2.39) and (2.37) this is highly non-trivial and constitutes a severe consistency check. The same considerations apply toT
It is then natural to set
(and with a similar relation between the g i andφ i ). The conserved quantities T, V ± are easily expressed in terms of the ϕ j as 
and to
In practice, this would be very complicated to implement. It is much simpler to use the Poisson brackets of the T and V ± derived before, and then consider the T and V ± (orT andV ± ) as given in terms of the ϕ i only (orφ i only). Thus one does the phase space transformation in two steps:
. This yields the Poisson brackets of the ϕ i and of theφ i in a relatively easy way. These Poisson brackets are simple, standard harmonic oscillator Poisson brackets:
If one considers σ ∈ S 1 , the mode expansion 
Associated linear differential equation
From experience with integrable models, in particular the (non-affine, conformally invariant) Toda models [4] one expects that the conserved quantities appear as coefficients of an ordinary linear differential equation, e.g. for the A m−1 Toda model In the present theory all conserved quantities have dimension 2, so one might expect a second-order differential equation of the form (−∂ 2 + U)ψ = 0. To fit three conserved quantities into U, it needs to be at least a 2 × 2-matrix. In ref.
3, I guessed the following linear differential equation
Actually, if one inserts the free-field representation (2.42) of T and V ± one can see that this equation admits the very simple solution
if and only if
(2.50)
The existence of this very simple solution already is an indication that the differential equation (2.48) is probably the correct generalization of (2.47) for W -algebras to the present V -algebra.
That this is indeed so was shown in ref.
5, and will be reviewed in the next section.
3. The V -algebra as second Gelfand-Dikii bracket, the resolvent and matrix KdV-hierarchy
In this section, following ref. 5, I will relate the V -algebra obtained above to well-known mathematical structures. In the case of the standard W m -algebras it was shown [6] that their classical version coincides with second Gelfand-Dikii symplectic structure [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] on the space of ordinary differential operators of order m (as in eq. (2.47)). What I will show here in the remainder of this contribution, is that a straightforward matrix generalization leads to a whole family of V -algebras. In this section I will obtain the algebra of the previous section from the 2 × 2-matrix second-order differential operator
The general case of n × n-matrix m th -order differential operators leading to V n,m -algebras will be treated in the next section.
If not indicated otherwise, ∂ ≡ ∂ σ , and U depends on σ. U may also depend on other parameters t 1 , t 2 , . . .. In the previous section U depended on τ and σ, but, upon imposition of the equations of motion , only through the combination σ + τ . Actually, as usual (see below), this is the first flow of the matrix KdV hierarchy:
Let f and g be differential polynomial functionals on the space of second-order differential operators L, i.e. polynomial functionals of U (and its derivatives). One defines the pseudo-differential operator
where ⋆ ∂ −1 ∂ = ∂∂ −1 = 1 and δ δU is defined as
so that δ δU tr U n = nU n−1 , and X 2 is determined (cf. e.g. [8, 9] ) by requiring † res[L, X f ] = 0.
As usual, the residue of a pseudo-differential operator, denoted res, is the coefficient of ∂ −1 .
One then has
Integrating this equation yields X 2 . Here, one observes a new feature as compared to the scalar case: since in general U, δf δU = 0, X 2 will be given by a non-local expression involving an integral. This is the origin of the non-local terms (∼ ǫ(σ − σ ′ )) in the V -algebra (2.23).
In analogy with the standard procedure [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , I define the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket in the matrix case as follows
Using the definitions of L and X f , X g it is straightforward to obtain {f, g} GD2 = a dσ tr 1 2
where the ∂ −1 is meant to act only on U, δf δU .
⋆ On the circle S 1 e.g., ∂ −1 is well-defined on functions without constant Fourier mode, i.e. f (σ) = m =0 f m e −imσ . One easily sees that (
. † This condition is necessary since the coefficient of ∂ in L vanishes. I will discuss this condition in more detail in the next section.
Inserting the definitions of the 2 × 2-matrices U and δ δU one obtains
For completeness, let me note that the first Gelfand-Dikii bracket defined by {f,
Taking f, g to be T, V + or V − one concludes that the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (3.7)
coincides with the V -algebra (2.23) provided one chooses
Henceforth I will adopt this choice and the only Poisson bracket used is the second GelfandDikii bracket, unless otherwise stated. Let me note that the free field representation of T, V ± in terms of the ϕ i obtained in the previous section constitutes a Miura transformation since it maps the second Gelfand-Dikii symplectic structure to the much simpler free-field Poisson brackets. I will discuss the Miura transformation in more detail in the next section.
Let me now turn to some results that are a bit more specific to second-order differential operators, generalizing the classical work of ref. 13 . For a hermitian n × n-matrix U define the n × n-matrix resolvent R as
which is a solution of
Just as in the scalar case, n = 1, the restriction of the resolvent to the diagonal, R(x; ξ) ≡ R(x, x; ξ) has an asymptotic expansion for ξ → ∞ of the form
This equation is to be understood as an equality of the asymptotic expansions in half-integer powers of 1/ξ, disregarding any terms that vanish exponentially fast as ξ → ∞. From the defining differential equation for R(x, y; ξ) one easily establishes that R ≡ R(x; ξ) = R(x, x; ξ)
(where R ′ ≡ ∂ x R(x; ξ) etc.) and hence that the coefficients R n of the asymptotic expansion (3.12) satisfy
This allows us to determine the R n recursively:
One of the reasons why one is interested in the coefficients R n is the following: if one defines an infinite family of Hamiltonians as
one can show [5] that all H n are in involution ⋆ :
The proof uses the fact that the recursion relation between the H n (inherited from the one between the R n ) relates the first and second Gelfand-Dikii brackets:
The first few H n are and thus are conserved under the conformal evolution of the non-abelian Toda field theory.
As usual one can define an infinite hierarchy of flows by †
Since {H r , H s } = 0 it follows from the Jacobi identity that all flows commute.
⋆ Such a family of H n in involution for the matrix Schrödinger operator L was already obtained a long time ago in ref.
14. † As before, {·, ·} is meant to be the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket. But since 4
, one can also use the first Gelfand-Dikii bracket and the next higher Hamiltonian instead.
The flow in t 2 gives the matrix generalisation of the KdV equation:
or in components 
where ∂ = d dσ . To make subsequent formula more compact, I formally introduced U 0 = −1. The fuctionals f and g one considers are of the form f = tr P (U k ), where P is some polynomial in the U k , k = 1, . . . m, and their derivatives (i.e. a differential polynomial in the U k ). P may also contain other constant or non-constant numerical matrices so that these functionals are fairly general. (Under suitable boundary conditions, any functional of the U k and their derivatives can be approximated to arbitrary "accuracy" by an f of the type considered.) The integral can either be defined in a formal sense as assigning to any function an equivalence class by considering functions only up to total derivatives (see e.g. section 1 of ‡ Matrix KdV flows were already discussed a long time ago in ref. 15 .
§ This also follows from the equivalence with the first Gelfand-Dikii bracket which is local, see above.
¶ Throughout the rest of this paper, m will denote the order of L which is a positive integer.
the second ref. 7) , or in the standard way if one restricts the integrand, i.e. the U k , to the class of e.g. periodic functions or sufficiently fast decreasing functions on R, etc. All that matters is that the integral of a total derivative vanishes and that one can freely integrate by parts.
To define the Gelfand-Dikii brackets, it is standard to use pseudo-differential operators [8, 9] involving integer powers of ∂ −1 , as already encountered in the previous section. Again, ∂ −1 can be defined in a formal sense by ∂∂ −1 = ∂ −1 ∂ = 1, but one can also give a concrete definition on appropriate classes of functions. For example for C ∞ -functions h on R decreasing exponentially fast as σ → ±∞ one can simply define (
Throughout this section, I will only state the results. The reader is referred to ref. 16 for all proofs.
The Gelfand-Dikii brackets for general
In analogy with the scalar case (i.e. n = 1) [8, 9, 10, 12] , I define the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket associated with the n × n-matrix m th -order differential operator L as
where a is an arbitrary scale factor and X f , X g are the pseudo-differential operators
3)
The functional derivative of f = dσ tr P (U) is defined as usual by (with a = −2γ 2 ). Working through the algebra (see [16] for details) and defining for l ≥ 1 
It is not obvious that (4.6) satisfies antisymmetry or the Jacobi identity, but this will follow from the Miura transformation discussed below.
The Gelfand-Dikii brackets reduced to
The problem of consistently restricting a given symplectic manifold (phase space) to a symplectic submanifold by imposing certain constraints φ i = 0 has been much studied in the literature. The basic point is that for a given phase space one cannot set a coordinate to a given value (or function) without also eliminating the corresponding momentum. More generally, to impose a constraint φ = 0 consistently, one has to make sure that for any functional f the bracket {φ, f } vanishes if the constraint φ = 0 is imposed after computing the bracket. In general this results in a modification of the original Poisson bracket.
Here, I want to impose {f, U 1 }| U1=0 = 0 for all f . Since Y m = δg δU1 , one sees from (4.6) that this requires V(f ) m−1 | U1=0 = 0. In practice this determines X m which otherwise would be undefined if one starts with U 1 = 0. In the scalar case it is known [8, 9] that X m should be determined by res [L, X f ] = 0. The following Lemma shows that this is still true in the matrix case. 
Note the commutator term which is a new feature of the present matrix case as opposed to the scalar case.
One of the main results then is the following
Theorem 3 : The second Gelfand-Dikii bracket for n × n-matrix m th -order differential operators L with vanishing U 1 is given by
where the S q,j q−p,l are defined by eq. (4.5), and it is understood that U 0 = −1 and U 1 = 0.
and with X = δf δU and Y = δg δU one obtains (using
which obviously is a generalization of the original V -algebra (2.23) to arbitrary n × n-matrices U ≡ U 2 . To appreciate the structure of the non-local terms, I explicitly write this algebra in the simplest case for n = 2 (but without the restriction tr σ 3 U = 0 which is present for (2.23)).
Then one obtains from (4.10) (with a = −2γ 2 ) the algebra Then for functionals f, g (integrals of traces of differential polynomials) of the P j the following
Poisson bracket is well-defined
or equivalently for n × n-matrix-valued (numerical) test-functions F and G
Note that due to the δ ij in (4.14) one has m decoupled Poisson brackets. In the scalar case (n = 1), (4.14) simply gives {P i (σ), P j (σ ′ )} = (−a)δ ij δ ′ (σ − σ ′ ). These are m free fields or m U(1) current algebras. In the matrix case, one easily sees that each P j actually gives a gl(n) current algebra. So one has no longer free fields but m completely decoupled current algebras. This is still much simpler than the bracket (4.6). To connect both brackets one starts with the following obvious
Lemma 6 : Let P j , j = 1, . . . m be as in Lemma 5. Then
is a m th -order n × n-matrix linear differential operator and can be written L = m k=0 U m−k ∂ k with U 0 = −1 as before. This identification gives all U k , k = 1, . . . m as k th -order differential polynomials in the P j , i.e. it provides an embedding of the algebra of differential polynomials in the U k into the algebra of differential polynomials in the P j . One has in particular
(4.16)
I will call the embedding given by (4.15) a (matrix) Miura transformation. The most important property of this Miura transformation is given by the following matrix-generalization of a wellknown theorem [11, 12] .
Theorem 7 : Let f (U) and g(U) be functionals of the U k , k = 1, . . . m. By Lemma 6 they are also functionals of the P j , j = 1, . . . m: f (U) =f (P ), g(U) =g(P ) wheref (P ) = f (U(P )) etc. One then has
where the bracket on the l.h.s. is the Poisson bracket (4.13) and the bracket on the r.h.s. is the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (4.6).
The previous Theorem states that one can either compute {U k , U l } using the complicated formula (4.6) or using the simple Poisson bracket (4.13) for more or less complicated functionals U k (P ) and U l (P ). In particular Lemma 5 implies the Corollary 8 : The second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (4.6) obeys antisymmetry and the Jacobi identity. Bilinearity in f and g being evident, it is a well-defined Poisson bracket. h j = 0 ,
and define the completely symmetric rank-3 tensor D abc by
Define Q and P a , a = 1, . . . m − 1 to be the following linear combinations of the P j 's 
Corollary 11 : The Poisson bracket (4.14) when reduced to Q = m j=1 P j = 0 can be equivalently written as 
The conformal properties
In the scalar case, i.e. for n = 1, the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (with U 1 = 0) gives the W m -algebras [6, 17, 18] . The interest in the W -algebras stems from the fact that they are extensions of the conformal Virasoro algebra, i.e. they contain the Virasoro algebra as a subalgebra. Furthermore, in the scalar case, it is known that certain combinations of the U k and their derivatives yield primary fields of integer spins 3, 4, . . . m. It is the purpose of this section to establish the same results for the matrix case, n > 1. From now on, I only consider the second Gelfand-Dikii bracket (4.8) for the case U 1 = 0. I will simply write {f, g} instead of {f, g} (2) . Also, it is often more convenient to replace the scale factor a by γ 2 related to a by a = −2γ 2 . (4.24) (Note that γ 2 need not be positive.)
The Virasoro subalgebra
For the original V -algebra (2.23) (corresponding to m = 2, n = 2 and an additional constraint tr σ 3 U 2 = 0) one sees that T = 1 2 tr U 2 generates the conformal algebra. I will now show that for general m, n, the generator of the conformal algebra is still given by this formula.
Lemma 14 :
For arbitrary m ≥ 2 one has
(4.25)
Note that for m = 2 one has to set U 3 = 0. Also, if {A µ } µ=1,...n 2 −1 is a basis for the traceless n × n-matrices, then each S µ (σ) = tr A µ U 2 (σ), µ = 1, . . . n 2 − 1 is a conformally primary field of conformal dimension (spin)
2:
γ −2 {T (σ 1 ), S µ (σ 2 )} = (∂ σ1 − ∂ σ2 ) (S µ (σ 2 )δ(σ 1 − σ 2 )) (4.30) or for the modes (S µ ) r = γ −2 π −π dσ S µ (σ)e irσ one has i{L r , (S µ ) s } = (r − s)(S µ ) r+s . Equations (4.26) and (4.30) can be written in matrix notation as (1 denotes the n × n unit matrix)
The conformal properties of the U k for k ≥ 3
Having computed the conformal properties of the matrix elements of U 2 , I will now give those of all the other U k , i.e. compute {T (σ 1 ), U k (σ 2 )} or equivalently, for any (test-) function ǫ(σ), compute { ǫT, U k (σ 2 )} for all k ≥ 3. I will find that this Poisson bracket is linear in the U l and their derivatives and is formally identical to the result of the scalar case. It then follows that appropriately symmetrized combinations W k can be formed that are n × n-matrices, each matrix element of W k being a conformal primary field of dimension (spin) k.
Proposition 16 :
The conformal properties of all matrix elements of all U k , k = 2, . . . m are given by
which is formally the same equation as in the scalar case n = 1 [18] .
Since the conformal properties (4.32) are formally the same as in the scalar case, and in the latter case it was possible to form combinations W k that are spin-k conformally primary fields [18] , one expects a similar result to hold in the matrix case. Indeed, one has the Then the W k are spin-k conformally primary n × n-matrix-valued fields, i.e.
For σ ∈ S 1 one can define the modes (W k ) s = γ −2 π −π dσ W k (σ)e isσ and the Virasoro generators L r as in (4.27). Then one has equivalently i{L r , (W k ) s } = (k − 1)r − s (W k ) r+s (4.36) where each (W k ) s is a n × n-matrix.
Examples : From the previous Theorem and the results of ref. 18 (their Table I ) one has explicitly: 
